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Abstract

This paper, presented in the form of sample guidelines/procedures, will express in much detail the steps, techniques and
methods of defense utilized/implemented in the detection, investigation and tracing of a suspected computer virus.
Proposed courses of action will be discussed. The effectiveness of these actions, as well as the use and effectiveness of
established mechanisms of defense will be evaluated.

Fried & Fried Securities, in reality, a fictitious privately owned corporation, will serve as a model of a real life company. It will
be assumed that Fried & Fried Securities will be operating on IBM compatible, Pentium/Celeron® class systems, designed
by a reputable national computer manufacturer. The LAN (Local Area Network) will be running on Microsoft Windows 2000,
under the authority and supervision of a System Administrator. Each system tied to the network, will be loaded with
software necessary to run a securities brokerage house. Privilege and security levels of access will be determined and
configured by the System Administrator. Furthermore, each system will have access to the Internet. E-mail will be available
for each computer user in the corporation. This e-mail will be filtered using e-mail scanning software installed on the
network's mail server. Moreover, a regularly updated anti-virus software package supplied by the manufacturer of the
computer systems, and maintained by the System Administrator will be loaded onto each computer owned by or housed on
the premises of Fried & Fried Securities.

A Definition From An Expert

Dr. Fred Cohen is best known for his work and research on areas relating to computer viruses. Dr. Cohen’s definition of the
term ‘computer virus’ is widely accepted. Cohen asserts "a computer virus is a program that can 'infect' other programs by
modifying them to include a, possibly evolved, version of itself" [1].

Statement of Fried and Fried Securities’ Concern

As technology continues to advance, so does the threat of computer viruses and other forms of malicious code. Computer
viruses are becoming more sophisticated in regards to how they are written, how they are transmitted and how they deliver
their payload. New tools and strategies of defense need to be implemented to protect against computer virus infections.

In a survey conducted in October 2000 by ICSA.net, a security assurance firm, it was found that the number of companies
experiencing computer disasters due to viral infections has increased by 20 percent from the previous year. It is estimated
that the number of reported incidents will double by October 2001. This survey, which compiled data from over 300
companies, found that the loss of productivity due to virus infections is on the rise and that financial losses can cost a
company anywhere from $100,000 to $1,000,000 a year [2].

Computer viruses should not be disregarded. They are, and will probably always be a potential threat. To prevent infection
and the possibility of losses, be they financial, time or company resources, it is the position of Fried & Fried Securities to
implement the precautions and procedures as we see fit and necessary to combat the threats associated with computer
viruses.

Precaution Level One: Effective Training

Most computer viruses tend to spread due to human interaction/intervention [3]. Through attending a mandatory
professional training course on how to prevent against computer viruses, the level of employee awareness in regards to the
threats/dangers associated with computer viruses will rise. This course will focus preliminarily with the different types of
viruses and simple means of prevention. Computer viruses such as file infectors, .com infectors, .exe infectors, disk
infectors, and partition infectors; boot infectors, macro viruses, Trojan horses, worms and Visual Basic Scripting Viruses will
be discussed in detail. The various ways in which each of these of viruses can be transmitted will also be covered.
Moreover, employees will be trained on how to determine whether their computer system possesses symptoms
characteristic of a computer virus. Furthermore, this course will help employees evaluate whether an e-mail qualifies as
being trustworthy enough to open, read or download attachments from.

Precaution Level Two: Periodic Employee Assessment

Upon completion of the training course, employees of Fried & Fried Securities will be subjected to periodic employee
assessments. These assessments will ensure that each employee is aware of the threats/dangers associated with computer
viruses and that he/she is taking the proper precautions to protect the integrity of his/her particular computer system. These assessments may be in the form of a short written exam with multiple choice or true false questions. However, assessments may also take the form of a practical exam. For example, an employee may be chosen at random to receive an e-mail that appears to be from or of an unfamiliar source. It will be up to that particular employee to decide whether that e-mail is of or from a trustworthy source. If the employee fails to successfully pass/complete exams of such a nature further training will be implemented.

**Precaution Level Three: Established Mechanisms of Defense**

Probably the most common and established mechanism for combating computer viruses is the use of anti-virus software. However, anti-virus software can be deemed effective only if it is frequently updated. Many anti-virus software vendors provide periodic updates, enhancements and patches to their software products. If such updates are not taken advantage of, a computer system or network of computers can be left vulnerable to virus infection.

In a survey conducted in June 2000 by Central Command, an anti-virus company, it was found that nearly 25 percent of computer users do not periodically update their anti-virus software suites. Furthermore, the survey concluded that nearly 62 percent of those surveyed had their computer become victimized by a virus infection. Moreover, 22 percent claimed that they had lost data due to their computer becoming infected by a computer virus [4].

Each computer system or network server brought to, or housed on the premises of Fried and Fried Securities must contain anti-virus software program. Anti-virus software, as provided by the computer vendor of Fried & Fried Securities will be periodically updated. The anti-virus program will be configured to perform automatic inspection of all files accessed on the computer system in which it is installed. Furthermore, any options allowing for automatic and on demand scanning will be utilized if available. Each hard drive connected to the network will be scanned daily for the presence of computer viruses. Moreover, any and all removable hard drive peripherals/devices will be scanned for the presence of computer viruses [3].

Many computer viruses spread via e-mail. Although, each employee will be trained in how to evaluate if an e-mail if from a trusted or an unsafe source, chances cannot be taken. As a result, Fried & Fried Securities will have an e-mail scanner installed on all mail servers. E-mail scanners have the ability to intercept any viruses that may be present [3].

**Always Expect the Unexpected**

Despite the implementation and utilization of proper precautionary measures, computer viruses may/can still slip through the cracks. This may occur because the virus may be undetectable by the anti-virus’ scan engine. Problems relating to computer hardware/software such as configuration errors can also allow for a virus to infect a computer system. Furthermore, an action caused due to human interaction or intervention may have caused a virus to make its way onto a particular system. In any case, any suspicions that a virus may be present on a computer system must be reported immediately to the Fried & Fried Securities’ System Administrator. The machine is to be left in its original state and should not be logged off the network or shut down.

**The System Administrator Steps In**

Not every irregular activity on a computer is due to a virus. Other errors, such as computer software bugs may occur. In order to truly identify/verify if a computer virus is present on a particular computer system, the individual who brought the concern to the System Administrator will be asked to fill out the following questionnaire:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Fried &amp; Fried Securities Inc.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Suspicious Computer Activity / Incident Report</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Workstation ID:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employee:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Last Application Utilized:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Recent Symptoms

**Please Place a Check By All That Apply:**

___ Computer system appears to be running/loading programs slower than usual

___ Computer system appears to hang/freeze when using a specific file/program

(specify) _______

___ Computer's hard disk drive appears to be constantly working

(hard drive light is on often)

___ Computer system time/date settings appear to have been modified

___ There are noticeable changes in file sizes and available memory

___ Strange things are appearing on the computer's monitor

___ Unusual/Unfamiliar programs running in the background

___ Something out of the ordinary occurs when using the computer

(unusual messages appear)

**Other:**

Recent Daily Activities

**Please Place a Check By All That Apply:**

___ Read/Compose electronic mail.

___ Use of database program _____ Use of spreadsheet program _____ Use of word processor program

**Other:**

Recent Risky Activities

**Please Place a Check By All That Apply:**

___ I have recently download e-mail attachments to my computer system

(When?____ What?____)

___ I have recently taken work home with me on a floppy diskette (When?____________)

___ I have recently download files from the Internet

(When?______)
Hold Everything!

Upon notification of the suspicious computer activity/incident, and review of the above questionnaire, the System Administrator will initially proceed by promptly evaluating the performance of the system in question. During this time, the computer system will still be kept in its original state, still turned on and connected to the network. With the machine in its unhampered, original condition, it is possible for the System Administrator to accurately diagnose the system. If however, the computer system has locked/froze up, has been logged off the network, or has been shut down, there may be difficulty diagnosing the system due to any possible changes that may occur due to virus activity during the computer's boot up stages.

Let the Detection Begin

The System Administrator will begin his/her analysis by utilizing the most current version of the anti-virus software provided by Fried & Fried Securities' computer vendor. The System Administrator will configure the software so that a full scan for viruses can be performed on all the files resident on the network and on the system in question, as well as on any form of removable media utilized by the user of the computer. If in fact the anti-virus program discovers a virus, the program will hopefully proceed by safely removing it.

If no virus is detected, the System Administrator will immediately isolate/disconnect the system from the network and back up all the files resident on the computer's hard disk drive. Furthermore, the System Administrator will proceed by rebooting the machine in question with a DOS diskette that is known to be free from viruses. This essential step by the System Administrator ensures that a virus has not been run or is not in the system's memory [5]. After isolating/disconnecting, backing up all the files on the system in question and performing a reboot with a clean system boot-up diskette, the System Administrator will begin to take the courses of action necessary to determine if the computer's suspicious activity, is in fact due to a virus infection. In order to better understand how the System Administrator must proceed with his/her investigation it is important to discuss in detail some of the methods or techniques employed in the detection of computer viruses. The ways in which computer viruses are detected can be divided into three major categories: detection by appearance, detection by behavior and detection by change.

Detection By Appearance

Detection by appearance involves the investigation of executable files within the computer system in question, for the appearance of unfamiliar or suspicious code. There is no set way to go about performing such a task, however the System Administrator must use his/her own intuition. One way the System Administrator can utilize this form of detection is by asking the user of the computer in question if he/she could specify/identify the last few programs that had been executed before the suspicious activity was first noticed. If this information is available, the System Administrator can then begin to target an investigation on those particular executable files. However, this task of looking into the code of executable files is extremely tedious, requires technical knowledge of programming and is very time consuming. As a result, this method should only be utilized if one is up for the challenge and possesses the skill, patience and time to do so [5].

In many cases, anti-virus programs contain a feature that can scan files for embedded virus code. It is believed that viruses contain code that is shared with no other program. Known as a 'scan string' this code is searched for in hopes of detecting and identifying a virus. If a 'scan string' is detected it is also possible to effectively remove the virus without any impact to the infected program. However, with the continual emergence of new viruses, utilizing this type of method is often unsuccessful. If a virus is relatively older or well known, its 'scan string' will automatically be detected. In the case of newer viruses, their codes may not be fully known or accounted for. By the time the code is identifiable and placed in an updated version of an anti-virus program, it most likely will be too late [5].
Detection By Behavior

Detection by behavior is associated with the observation of the system in question for any signs/evidence of suspicious/abnormal activity. A virus must perform certain activities in order to replicate. These activities include actions such as the reading, writing, and opening of directory files. By utilizing the detection by behavior approach it is possible to detect and stop the spread of viruses before they replicate further. Stopping the virus before it spreads can help stop the virus payload, the portion of the virus that possesses intentions other than replication [5].

This particular method can be useful to the System Administrator. Through the running of certain programs or files on the particular computer in question, certain activities running either visually or in the background can be analyzed. By doing so, the System Administrator can obtain a first hand account of what exactly is taking place on the machine in question. The System Administrator's accounts can then be compared to that of the user of the computer who initiated the report.

When performing an analysis of the computer in question, the characteristics of various types of viruses will be kept in mind:

**Trojan Horses:**

When infected with a Trojan Horse, a computer hacker has the potential to access your computer without the user's knowledge or consent [6]. Common symptoms of a Trojan Horse virus include [6]:

- CD-ROM drawer mysteriously opens and closes without any user interaction.
- Computer screen mysteriously flips upside down, blinks or inverts images.
- Computer system settings mysteriously change on their own.
- Internet browser installed on computer system goes to an unfamiliar web page on its own.
- Computer mouse reverses button operations / moves by itself / leaves trails / pointer disappears / freezes.
- Computer system reboots / shuts down by itself.

**Worms:**

Computer worms can be characterized by their ability to proactively spread themselves. Essentially, "when they enter a system, the first thing they do is transmit themselves to more systems" [7]. Worms are typically transmitted when an attachment from e-mail is downloaded and executed. Symptoms associated with an infection due to a computer worm include the following [7]:

- The virus sends itself to each contact found in the address book of an e-mail management program without the computer user's knowledge.
- The virus copies itself and sends replies to individuals who send mail to the user of the computer infected by the worm.
- The virus deletes files that are resident on the hard drive of the infected computer.
- The virus deletes files that are resident on the computer network.

**Macro Viruses:**

Macro viruses are viruses that are found in macros associated with a particular document. Macro viruses are not stand-alone programs in that they are found within files. Simply opening the infected file activates the virus and allows it to reside in the program's normal template file [8]. Symptoms associated with macro viruses include the following [8]:

- The only option to save a particular document is in a template format.
- A template icon is displayed for a file.
- Upon executing a file, "1" appears in a dialog box.
- Random changes to a document are discovered upon retrieving a saved document.
- New macros may be added to the list of macros utilized by a particular program.

Knowledge of some of the symptoms of various types of viruses can aid in helping the System Administrator classify the suspected computer virus. With proper classification, other characteristics known to be associated with the type of virus suspected can be sought or investigated. If however, the suspicious activity on the machine in question is unique and does not possess any of the symptoms associated with some of the other commonly found forms of computer viruses, this method of detection cannot be utilized.

**Detection By Change**
Detection by change involves the monitoring of changes that occur or have occurred on a computer system. Changes in a computer system can be detected in several different ways. One possible way to discover any changes in a computer system is by investigating the sizes of commonly used programs or files. If a log is kept of all programs and files resident on a computer system, it would be relatively easy to spot any noticeable or suspicious changes. Other changes that can occur on a system due to infection by a computer virus include: changes to date/time stamp as well as a decrease in the amount of memory available to a system. Such changes, however, are not always noticeable enough to spot [5].

The System Administrator will attempt to detect any changes that may have occurred to the system in question using an integrity checker. Essentially, original checksums, or special identifiers, computed for files on the network, can be compared to checksums calculated for files on the system in question. If the System Administrator compares the newly calculated checksums with the original checksums and finds a difference, it is quite possible that this file contains a virus. Although this method of detection will be very tedious, it is very comprehensive [9].

It is an extremely difficult task to keep a log/record of all known file sizes for all programs and files resident on each computer on the network. Sizes of files and programs on the computer in question can be compared to the System Administrator's test system, which runs under Windows 2000 and contains all of the software housed on Fried & Fried's network and computers. There is yet another, somewhat easier way to detect viruses by change. In fact, many anti-virus software packages, when run for the first time, following installation, record the file sizes for all files scanned. Although, this feature may look appealing, many new viruses do not modify the programs they infect [5]. As a result, this method of virus detection may not always be effective.

How to go About Tracing the Suspicious Activity to Its Source

The methods of detection may or may not be effective in regards to helping the System Administrator in his/her investigation. If the System Administrator does detect suspicious activity but the anti-virus software does not, there is now other legwork that must be done. The System Administrator's first action will be to contact the developer of the application software or file that appears to be causing the suspicious activity. The System Administrator will inquire about any reports of similar activity by other users of the particular program or file. If the suspicious activity is due to a bug in the program, the System Administrator will inquire as to what to do in regards to getting a patch from the developer. If the developer of the software program or file is unaware of any such activity, other methods for tracing the suspicious activity to its source must be utilized.

In attempting to trace the suspicious activity to its source, the System Administrator will attempt to gather information about any new viruses that have been recently announced. Internet websites such as http://www.virusbtn.com/ as well as the website operated by the developer of the anti-virus software utilized by Fried & Fried will be accessed and searched in helping the System Administrator accomplish this task. Any newly reported/discovered viruses will be researched in regards to the symptoms associated with each and possible methods of transmittance and propagation. If the System Administrator finds a virus that has symptoms and characteristics similar to newly discovered/reported viruses, methods for eliminating the virus will be sought. If however, no viruses appear to contain symptoms or characteristics consistent with that of the suspicious activity, the System Administrator will proceed to contact the developer of the anti-virus software directly. The developer of the anti-virus software will be alerted of the suspicious activity and any possible suggestions in regards to how to go about tracing the suspicious activity to its source will be sought.

If however, none of the detective methods are effective and the System Administrator does not suspect any suspicious activity, he/she cannot simply end his/her investigation. Any report of suspicious activity on a computer will be taken seriously and fully investigated. Fried & Fried believes that the time it takes to investigate the matter is worthwhile considering the risks and other unfortunate circumstances that may result due to a computer virus infection. As a result, the System Administrator will continue his/her investigation until the suspicious activity is traced to its source.

Possible Insights as to Where the Source May Be Located

There are many routes to take in attempting to trace the source of suspicious activity on a computer. The System Administrator will begin by utilizing the "find" function found within Microsoft Windows 2000 operating system environment. The "find" function will be configured to specifically find files on the computer in question's hard drive that were modified or created on the date when the user first noticed the system's suspicious activity. Furthermore, files modified or created two days prior to the first signs of suspected activity will be sought on the computer in question. Any removable media, such as floppy diskettes, zip drives and cd-roms utilized by the computer user will be analyzed in a similar fashion. The System Administrator will record those files, which match the search criteria. If any of the files found happen to be associated with the program(s) or file(s) in which the suspicious activity occurs, the System Administrator will make sure he/she pays special attention to those particular files.

Attempting to Pinpoint the Source
The "find" function of the Microsoft Windows 2000 operating system can prove useful; however, it should not be trusted with full confidence. The System Administrator cannot simply assume that those files found by the "find" command should be considered suspect. In attempting to determine whether any of the files resulting from the search performed using the "find" command should be considered suspect, a security logging application will be utilized.

Microsoft Windows 2000 allows the System Administrator to implement event logging. The event-logging feature offers the System Administrator the ability to maintain a system log, application log or a security log. Essentially, the system log allows the System Administrator to monitor any activities or changes that occur to system at startup. The security log allows for the analysis of possible changes made to administrative options/tools [10]. After properly authorizing and configuring the logging feature, the System Administrator will then utilize this feature in hopes of pinpointing the exact location of the virus. Through careful analysis of the data obtained as a result of implementing this logging feature, it may be possible to determine if any of the suspected files on the computer are involved in any of the noted changes taking place on the system. If some or one of the suspected files is/are noted to cause any unauthorized changes to the system, the System Administrator will proceed by checking the calculate the checksum of each of the suspected files. If an original checksum value for this file, in its uninfected state is available, the System Administrator will compare the two values. If there is any difference in these values, it is evident that changes in the file(s) have taken place. This change could be the result of a computer virus infection [9]. If any of the suspected files were traced using the logging software and there are deviations in the values of the newly calculated and known/original checksums of any of these files, it is quite possible to identify if any of these files are in a way associated, or in fact are the suspected virus. If this is the case, the System Administrator will take the necessary steps to carefully and safely remove the files or file from the system. The System Administrator will then perform a similar analysis of all systems on the network for the presence of those suspected files and their activity. However, this approach may be unsuccessful because the virus may have already executed and spread.

If the suspected files were not identified as causing any changes to the system in question, it is quite possible that the computer virus is eluding detection. However, it is also possible that the suspicious activity on the computer may be due to a hardware or software conflict, malfunction or error. There could be many possibilities that account for the suspicious activity. Although, assumptions can be made, the system and network will be continuously monitored. If over time, the suspicious activity is found only to occur on the system in question, that computer system will be replaced. However, the issue of the exact cause of the suspicious activity will always be on file and viewed as a potential threat.

**How Did It Get There and Who Created It?**

As in any crime scene there is always evidence of some sort left behind. In the case of computer hackers and virus writers, these individuals seek the attention that is driven from the attacks they perform or the viruses they create. As a result, the creator of the virus causing the suspicious activity on the computer may leave certain digital footprints behind. Most computer virus writers seeking attention tend to leave their code name behind in the source code of their programs. If this is the case, research can be done to try and pinpoint the location of the virus writer or other viruses this individual has claimed to create [11]. This research however, may often lead to a dead end because many virus writers are clever in their attempts to disguise their full identity.

If a computer virus is transmitted via an e-mail attachment research can be done in attempts to again identify and locate the writer of the computer virus. Considering the original e-mail was not yet deleted from the infected computer's e-mail inbox, the System Administrator can attempt to trace back the e-mail to the original sender. Each e-mail message contains a header containing what can be useful information. The header can possibly provide information such as the sender's e-mail address, name, and Internet Protocol address. Furthermore the header can also provide the date and time at which an e-mail was sent as well as the subject line it contained. Such information can provide law enforcement with enough clues to attempt to track down the individual responsible for the attack [12]. However, often times these clever individuals will use hacking tools to manipulate or falsify the e-mail header to prevent from being traced and apprehended.

In the case of the virus being transmitted via the computer user's floppy diskette, it is important to find out how the virus got there. The user of the computer needs to be asked several questions. Was this diskette brought from home?, Did you obtain this diskette from someone?, Do you store any particular files on this diskette? Such questions help in pinpointing how the virus was placed on the disk.

**Confidence in Our Approach**

Fried & Fried believes that the approach outlined above will provide the most logical and economical approach in investigating and tracing a computer virus. Unfortunately, most companies are blind to the potential dangers and threats associated with computer viruses. In fact, as stated previously, many companies fail to regularly update their anti-virus software programs. As technology advances so does the threat of computer viruses; all who utilize computers must realize this threat. Computer virus writers are getting cleverer with the passing of each day. Virus writers and hackers are devising new ways to elude detection. Although it may be true that evidence is found whenever a crime occurs; the evidence is becoming much harder to discover. New and creative approaches to virus defense such as the use of logging software.
must be implemented to work in conjunction with established mechanisms of defense such as anti-virus software. By taking all the specified and outlined approaches as mentioned above, Fried & Fried feels confident that our desire to stay secure and informed will help combat this never ending battle/challenge. We must all keep in mind that together our joint efforts and actions will make a difference.

Summary, Conclusions and Further Work

It is evident that the threats and dangers associated with computer viruses will always plague the computer world. There will always be those individuals who will attempt to deceive or cause damage/discomfort to others. As technology continues to advance, computer viruses are becoming more sophisticated and complex. Virus writers are utilizing new methods to elude established methods of virus defense. In reality, no defense or method of detection is 100% effective. Computer virus writers and hackers enjoy exposing vulnerabilities that are known to exist within the computer world. With the increased popularity of the Internet, more people will find themselves vulnerable to these hackers and virus writers.

Is there hope? Cohen, asserts that there are three things one can do to "absolutely and perfectly prevent a computer virus from spreading throughout a computer system or network; limit sharing, limit transitivity or limit programming" [13]. However, in an ideal world, this advice is impossible to follow. Realistically, for now, we can only attempt to stay safe, secure, alert and informed.
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